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Get the knowledge needed to serve as an effective peer review committee member and fulfill the role well. Peer Review Committee Essentials Handbook, Second Edition compares and contrasts the traditional and contemporary definition of peer review and offers strategies to initiate focused professional practice evaluation. The book’s second edition breaks down the 3 main participating groups in the peer review process: the peer review coordinator, the physician reviewer, and the committee member/chair, providing guidelines and knowledge needed to serve as an effective member of the peer review process.
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- Selecting and analyzing physician performance measures
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Introduction

The goal of this handbook is to provide a practical guide for the leaders, members, and support staff engaged in peer review. Recognizing that the peer review process will vary depending on medical staff culture, resources, and circumstances, this handbook is designed to help you by providing practical, tested strategies based on working with medical staffs across the country over the past 15 years.

So why the new edition? The first version of this guide was published in 2012 as a companion to the more comprehensive book Effective Peer Review, Second Edition (2009). Since that time, Effective Peer Review has undergone two updates and substantial additions in 2013 and 2017 with two goals:

1. To provide more detailed information, tools, and case studies on the roles and responsibilities of peer review

2. To help medical staffs move from a punitive peer review culture to a performance improvement culture that reduces bias and is fair, efficient, and effective
Introduction

As a result, this handbook has been updated to better reflect these concepts. However, to keep this guide as a quick reference for individual committee members and staff, it will not explain many of the principles behind the approaches or provide the extensive examples, tools, and case studies found in *Effective Peer Review, Fourth Edition* (HCP, 2017).
Peer review—the practice of physicians reviewing the work of other physicians—is a crucial element of ensuring that patients are provided with quality medical care. Peer review has evolved from the professional obligation that physicians have long felt to ensure that safe care was being provided in their community. Today, accreditors, federal and state laws, and medical staff bylaws require that hospitals (and often other care delivery sites) have a process by which to review physician performance. In addition, good risk management for legal concerns as well as government and commercial payers’ interest in the quality of patient care has made evaluating physician care critical for all healthcare organizations.

Over the past two decades, the methods of peer review have also evolved. Peer review is no longer limited to physicians reviewing individual charts that include poor clinical outcomes or conducting a subjective evaluation at the biannual reappointment evaluation. Peer review today is expected to be a data-driven, ongoing performance improvement process. In addition, for many medical staffs, using better methods has helped peer review shift from a punitive process into a more enlightened approach to physician performance improvement. This chapter will provide a brief overview of the basic functions...
found in a contemporary peer review program and how these are typically accomplished.

The Functions of Contemporary Peer Review

There are two main goals of contemporary peer review:

1. To help physicians improve the quality and safety of their patient care
2. To help to evaluate physician competency for use in credentialing and privileging

These two goals also reflect that peer review needs to provide individual physician performance data to both physician providers and medical staff leaders. This data comes from two sources:

- Case review of individual events
- Physician profiles of aggregate data commonly used in ongoing professional practice evaluation (OPPE)

This handbook will provide a guide for each of these methods and how they can be used to achieve the above goals through bias reduction and with a performance improvement focus.

Reducing peer review bias

Over the years, a major concern of physicians participating on either side of peer review has been the potential for bias. Although all data can have bias in its collection and interpretation, peer review has been especially susceptible to accusations of bias due to the often-subjective nature of healthcare standards of care and the political nature of medical staff organizational structure. As in any human evaluation process, bias can never be completely removed from peer review. However, it can be reduced significantly with good policies and procedures that are strictly followed. Medical leaders are accountable for promoting both establishment of fair policies and consistent practice by physicians and support staff involved in
Although peer review is more than just case review, case review is still the foundation for much of peer review. Medical staffs have been conducting case review for a long time, but that doesn’t mean they have always done it well. Even today there is tremendous variation in the effectiveness of case review as conducted by various medical staffs and even within the same medical staff. Many times, the root of the problem is the medical staff’s reluctance to establish a well-defined, well-documented process built on sound principles to reduce bias. The goal of this chapter is to lay the foundation for a case review system that helps medical staffs do it well.

Goals for Case Review

A good case review system has three main goals:

- **Fairness**: Minimize process biases
- **Efficiency**: Don’t waste physician and staff time
- **Effectiveness**: Find meaningful improvement opportunities

Fairness means treating individuals consistently. This requires a commitment to designing fair processes that are followed consistently.
Figure 4.1 Case Review Process Part 1: Case Review Initiation
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OPPE and the Six Core Competencies

As peer review moved into the 21st century, it broadened beyond case review to include other means of evaluation, especially when physicians recognized that there are multiple aspects of physician performance. The Joint Commission standards for ongoing professional practice evaluation (OPPE) have driven the need to use more aggregate data to measure physician performance.

So, what are you required to measure? There are many traditional indicators used in peer review based on the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) and Joint Commission requirements that the hospital monitor and evaluate certain functions (e.g., blood use, operative procedures), conditions (e.g., mortality, complications), and important processes (e.g. core measures). Although many of these measures may be relevant for physicians, the regulations do not determine what indicators must be used. Therefore, the question you should start with is “What is useful to measure regarding physician competency?” Then make sure that the regulatory requirements are satisfied.
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